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Overview

To date, Canada has resettled 34,000 refugees and has worked hard to support them through the coordinated work of several ministries.

IRCC continues to expand the Syria refugee program and is focused on welcoming more immigrants and ensuring family reunification. They have done this by providing integration support and working with provinces to develop an action plan that brings together ministers at all levels of government.

MCI has been redesigning Ontario’s ESL/FSL training program over the past five years and has introduced a number of new initiatives, including Portfolio-Based Language Assessment (PBLA), new Ontario Curriculum Guidelines for ESL/FSL and an online course planning tool for instructors (Quartz), and a specialized language training stream supporting the labour market. MCI has also launched a number of e-learning projects to develop and pilot new online course content which will contribute to the development of a national e-learning strategy.

MEdu has designed a plan to ensure adult learners have access regionally to consistent, high quality programs and services. Goals include finding a standardized way to serve learners; promoting innovation, accessibility, and collaboration; and designing more flexible and responsive programs for adults with other demands. The plan is slated to be completed by 2019.

MAESD’s work focuses on transformation of employment and training services, developing a highly skilled workforce, and continuing to update its literacy and basics skills program.

Context

Panelists representing different government entities discussed how their current and planned priorities and programs are serving the country’s fast-growing immigrant population. These include resettlement resources, language training, adult education, and efforts to build a highly skilled, resilient, and adaptive workforce to meet the needs of the 21st century.

Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC)

Yves Saint-Germain spoke about Canada’s commitments to expanding its refugee program and its immigration action plan.

To support Canada’s 34,000 refugees resettling in Canada, IRCC committed to broad-reaching changes.

To date, Canada has resettled more than 34,000 Syrian refugees and will continue resettlement efforts in 2016 and 2017. To support the increasing number of refugees, IRCC has made the following commitments:

- Repealing the provisions in the Citizenship Act which gave the government the right to strip citizenship from dual nationals.
- Restoring the interim federal health program.
- Providing more funding for resettlement and settlement service providers, including transportation subsidies.
- Adding 7,000 seats for language training classes where wait times were especially long, such as in Surrey, BC, and Southern Alberta.

“While planned admissions of resettled refugees will decrease a bit when compared to the extraordinary target of 2016, they will continue to remain among the highest in Canada’s history and will be more than double the target we had . . . in 2015.”

— Yves Saint-Germain

To support the refugee population that arrives in Canada with little or no English or French language skills, which is the majority of immigrants, IRCC launched a Welcome to Canada video, Your First Two Weeks in Canada, in Arabic. In March, it also launched its existing language training for Canada video in Arabic to continue to raise awareness of the importance of visual language skills for settlement and to get
workers, newcomers, and prospective immigrants started on improving their language skills.

In fulfilling its commitment to welcome more immigrants, IRCC has expanded the number of resettlement assistance program centres outside of Quebec to 31 communities. It has also committed to resettling 300,000 new permanent residents in 2017—more than double its 2015 target. Canada will also be increasing the number of permanent residents selected in economic programs. And in keeping with its commitment to family reunification, the 2017 plan will see an increase in family class levels.

Providing integration support on such a vast scale presented significant challenges to IRCC. These challenges for IRCC include:

- Recognizing that language is an essential predictor of a post-migration labour market as well as social outcomes, and needs to be taken into account in managing resettlement.
- Learning a new language takes time, so it is important that immigrants begin learning it as soon as possible.
- Finding and recruiting instructors and building community capacity also takes time, particularly during surges in demand.
- Although newcomers arriving in Canada may have years of professional experience and skill trade, some still need target interventions to access the labour market.
- Ensuring that all newcomers make the connections they need to improve their skills while they are working or ensuring they can access the support they need to settle in their communities.

Canada’s new immigration action plan reveals a broad and long-term perspective.

In a recent meeting in Winnipeg, Canada’s ministers from all levels discussed keys points of the future of immigration. These included:

- How immigration can support sustainable, long-term economic growth across the country while celebrating diversity and encouraging the inclusion of all newcomers.
- The need for a more responsive immigration system that attracts and retains global talent that can deliver economic benefits to the jurisdiction.
- The need to work together to explore improvements to the settlement programs. The goal is to ensure that newcomers are supported in their settlement and equipped to participate in the labour market.
- The importance of foreign qualification recognition.
- The role of Francophone immigrants in contributing to the vitality of Francophone communities across the country.

IRCC’s Settlement Program

Assists immigrants, including refugees, to overcome barriers specific to the newcomer experience (such as a lack of official language skills and limited knowledge of Canada) so that they can participate in social, cultural, civic and economic life in Canada.

Needs Assessment and Referral Services
- Provide formal identification of clients’ needs and connection to available supports

Information and Orientation Services
- Help newcomers settle and integrate into Canadian society (orientation sessions, information services)

Language Training and Skills Development Services
- Help newcomers attain the English or French proficiency needed to function and participate in Canadian society and the economy

Employment-Related Services
- Equip clients with employment-related skills and supports to access the Canadian labour market

Community Connections Services
- Increase engagement of newcomers in their local communities and build connections with community members, public institutions, employers and community organizations

Support Services
- Reduce barriers to access and enable participation of newcomers in settlement services (e.g. care for newcomer children, translation, transportation)

Canada is making progress in shifting to a results-oriented approach in its programs.

A new culture of measuring, evaluating, and promoting innovation in new programs needs to be open and transparent. The Treasury Board of Canada has introduced a new policy about a results-oriented approach, which means looking beyond activities and outputs, focusing on actual results for newcomers, and understanding and investing in what works for the results everyone cares about.

There is progress toward a results-oriented approach, but more needs to be done. While there are signs of progress, as demonstrated by IRCC’s funded organizations, such as the ICARE system, the primary focus is still on input activities rather than outputs. To advance toward better outcomes and to improve on programming, IRCC is working closely with provinces and territories towards its strategy. IRCC is focused on improving coordination of English and French language policy and program design. The organization is also offering a common framework for federal, provincial, and territorial governments to facilitate dialogue and cooperation and articulate common vision and strategic objectives.

Towards a Pan-Canadian Language Strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A pan-Canadian approach to language programming that supports immigrants in their efforts to improve their official language skills and settlement outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All immigrants are aware of their language abilities in relation to the level of proficiency required for their intended settlement goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All immigrants have access to the learning opportunities they need to develop their language ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal and provincial/territorial governments work in partnership</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment-related language training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESL/FSL Literacy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The IRCC’s key goals are that immigrants: 1) be aware of their language ability in relation to the level of proficiency required for their intended settlement goals; and 2) have access to learning opportunities they need. To achieve this, IRCC needs to work in partnership with provinces and territories.

Currently, IRCC’s strategy is focused on articulating its work in some tricky areas:

1. **e-Learning.** Work includes making sure there are tools to improve programming reach and flexibility, and to increase consistency of the e-learning offering.

2. **Employment-related language training.** Activities involve making sure there is consistency in language training focused on labour market outcomes for different workplace models.

3. **Literacy.** Important questions to be addressed include what kind of framework do we have? Are we equipped to deliver on literacy? Are we addressing all the needs of literacy learners?

**Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration (MCI)**

Mourad Mardikian discussed the evolution of Ontario’s Adult Non-Credit English/French as Second Language training program—also known as ESL/FSL—its redesign, and achievements to date.

In redesigning Ontario's ESL/FSL training program, MCI developed program guidelines and objectives focused on learners.

In 2006, when Ontario’s ESL/FSL program was moved from the Ministry of Education to the Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration, there were limited guidelines and objectives. Developing these was a focus of the Language Training program redesign, with five key identified objectives. These objectives include:

- Making sure immigrants have access to language training.
- Introducing accountability and standards.
- Focusing more on labour market programming, also known as specialized language training.
- Coordinating objectives with the federal government.
- Ensuring that funding and program design are flexible enough to deliver the range of courses offered.

“We did have a foundation, but the house hadn’t been built yet.”

— Mourad Mardikian

**Key Redesign Achievements to Date**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Achievements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Access</td>
<td>Developed online search tool to provide ESL/FSL course locations across Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Standards</td>
<td>Clarified and expanded language eligibility for adult immigrants whose first language is French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Labour market</td>
<td>Developed online professional training module for Adult Non-Credit ESL, instructors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Coordination</td>
<td>Supported ESL/FSL instructor attendance at key professional development conferences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MCI continues to redesign core elements of its program through innovation.**

Portfolio-Based Language Assessment (PBLA), another element in MCI’s redesign, will provide a consistent basis for measuring learner progress in all MCI-funded courses, regardless of their length and objective. All courses will be task-based, with learner progress measured and tracked based on their demonstration of CLB competencies. PBLA will also apply to courses that are too short to generate a sufficient number of tasks to determine learner progress. In these cases, the tasks learners complete will still contribute towards an eventual assessment of their progress.

The fact that the entire program now aligns with the Canadian Language Benchmarks is a key milestone in MCI’s redesign. This alignment makes it easier for learners to move between programs, between providers, between cities, and also between provinces.

MCI has also recently launched its new Ontario Curriculum Guidelines for ESL/FSL. The new Guidelines are supported with a new online tool—called Quartz—where instructors can design new courses or add components to existing courses. The first version of Quartz has been launched and work is already underway on Quartz 2.0, incorporating additional components based on feedback received from users including greater connection with PBLA.

A specialized language training stream (SLT) has also been introduced. This part of the program covers language training both for the workplace and in the workplace. In the first case, it helps immigrants become language-ready for their occupations of choice. In the second, it works with employers to help improve the language skills of immigrants already in the workplace, but who may have language or communication gaps.

**e-Learning will improve access to language training.**

In filling yet another gap in its program, MCI is working with other provincial partners, as well as with the federal government, to develop a national e-learning strategy. While some new e-learning projects have been launched, within the next two years, the program will be offering a significant inventory of online courses. These may be self-directed, instructor led, or supported online, as well as hybrid courses.
(delivered partly online and partly face to face in classrooms) greatly expanding MCI’s language training program options. MCI anticipates that by the 2018-2019 school year, they will be offering a range of e-learning courses that will improve access to language training in Ontario.

“The focus of our work is the learner, front and centre.”
— Mourad Mardikian

Adult Education and Equity Unit, Student Achievement Division, Ontario Ministry of Education (MEdu)

Pauline McNaughton discussed MEdu’s goals and action plan for improving access and opportunities for adult learners.

The future demand for highly skilled workers presents MEdu with an awesome challenge.

The Adult Education and Equity Unit of the MEdu is facing a significant challenge. In Ontario, 700,000 adults between the ages of 25 and 64 have no high school diploma, yet 70% of all future jobs will require some form of post-secondary education. Of these 700,000 adults, 46% of adults in credit programs are immigrants, including many who are highly educated. Some may be referred by employers or postsecondary education institutions that require a Canadian high school diploma or prerequisite courses. Against this backdrop, the MEdu is interested in working with its partner ministries to explore pathways. While this presents a challenge, it affords MEdu the opportunity to revisit and explore how it can best serve adult immigrants as they move on from language training to whatever their next step might be.

To meet this challenge, the minister of education announced a provincial adult education strategy. The purpose of the strategy, announced in 2014 and referenced in the Ministry’s Achieving Excellence vision document, is to ensure the adult education system provides better support to adult learners in their efforts to finish high school. The vision also includes helping adult learners successfully transition to post-secondary education training or to the workplace.

The MEdu wanted to find a more consistent standardized way to serve learners throughout the province and increase access to learners who may not be physically able to get to a classroom.

“The transitioning from post-secondary education and training to the workplace is a pretty critical component of what we try to support in the adult credit world.”
— Pauline McNaughton

MEdu’s strategy has three key objectives:

- Promote more innovation, accessibility, and collaboration.
- Design more flexible and responsive programs so working adults and adults with other demands on their lives are able to access programs.
- Develop an integrated approach among adult credit programs and programs funded by other ministries, such as MAESD and MCI, to improve transitions between various programs.

To deliver its strategy, the MEdu developed a three-phase action plan.

- Phase 1 (2015-2016): Extensive regional consultations with school boards.
- Phase 2 (2016-2017): Development of regional school board partnerships and regional strategic plans to achieve coordination.
Phase 1 has been completed. Based on surveys with school boards, the number one thing learners are asking for is more robust guidance and career counseling.

Phase 2 is in process. To date, six regional groupings are in place and coordinators are either in place or being hired in each region. A seventh region of the French School Boards is also close to being finalized. MEdu is ready to move ahead with extensive environmental scans of each region. Strategic planning will follow.

Phase 3, which is a two-year process, involves implementation of the strategy for each region.

Ministry of Advanced Education and Skills Development (MAESD)

Jen Liptrot gave an overview of two of MAESD’s main initiatives: Transformation of Employment and Training Services and Highly Skilled Workforce Strategy, as well as a recap and update of its Literacy and Basic Skills program.

MAESD’s new minister has brought a new perspective to its initiatives, programming, and strategies. MAESD, formerly known as the Ministry of Training Colleges and Universities (TCU), recently brought in a new minister with a portfolio of experience. This new minister is changing how MAESD understands its programming, policy work, and strategies.

Deputy Premier, Chair of Cabinet, and Minister Responsible for Digital Government, the Honorable Deb Matthews brings a long-term, outcomes-based approach to MAESD’s work. She has encouraged the entity to take a step back and ask, “What do we really know about the long-term service impact of our programs?”

“This is a very exciting time for MAESD to be part of cross-government conversations.”

— Jen Liptrot

The Drummond Report resulted in several new programs.

MAESD acted on the findings and recommendations of the Commission on the Reform of Ontario’s Public Services (the Drummond Commission), which had questioned the effectiveness and efficiency of a range of government programs. One of the recommendations was to examine cross-government programs to identify any duplication of efforts and gaps, and to better integrate cross-government employment and training programs. One example, the Youth Job Connection program, was launched through a successful integration of four youth employment programs delivered by four ministries: MAESD, and the ministries of Northern Development and Mines, Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, and Children and Youth Services. Year-round, the Youth Job Connection program provides youth experiencing complex employment barriers with intensive employment services, including: pre-employment training, job coaching, mentoring, and job placements.

Transformation of Employment and Training Services.

The goals of this initiative are to:

- Get people back to work through light touch interventions and/or by re-skilling for sustainable employment.
- Build people’s long-term employability by building adaptability to the changing labour market.
- Broaden access to labour market participation. People for whom access is limited include: contract workers; people with disabilities; and newcomers whose previous credentials do not match labour market needs.
- Reduce social assistance caseloads.
"Our transformation goals really are quite straightforward in terms of getting people back to work and reskilling for sustainable employment, with emphasis on sustainable.” — Jen Liptrot

To get the most value from transformation of employment and training services, MAESD is investing in people who are farthest away from the labour market and who need the most support.

**Highly Skilled Workforce Strategy**

Recently, the Premier appointed the Highly Skilled Workforce Expert Panel to develop a strategy that takes into account the horizontal, cross-government work that will be required longer term, and that can keep pace with a technology-driven knowledge economy. One of the goals of the strategy is to “Enhance literacy and basic skills for youth and adult learners by shifting focus away from solely measuring traditional credentials—particularly degrees and diplomas—toward better recognizing skills and competencies for the workplace.” While MAESD is the lead for developing the strategy, it is working in collaboration with partner ministries.

**Literacy and Basic Skills Program**

The core purpose of the program is to support adult learners who want to improve their literacy or essential skills. It consists of four streams: Anglophone, Francophone, Indigenous, and Deaf. Many program participants are also involved in ESL/FSL training because they may have language proficiency issues as well as foundational literacy and basic skills challenges.

In the last few years, there have been several changes to the program, including implementation of the Ontario Adult Literacy Curriculum Framework (OALCF), the introduction of the Performance Management Framework, and further development of online literacy training (e-Channel). The Ministry has conducted an evaluation to understand the effects of these changes. The final report is under review.

To further support the LBS program, the Learner Gains Research Project is underway. The goal of this research is to find an assessment mechanism to measure a learner’s progress both pre- and post-intervention and to better understand their overall experience with the program.
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